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Service Coin: Real-World Asset Backed Crypto with
USDC Rewards

Service Coin is a revolutionary cryptocurrency that bridges the gap between
traditional finance and the digital asset world. It's a real-world asset backed
crypto, meaning its value is tied to a tangible asset or service.

Here's what makes Service Coin unique:

● Real-World Backing: Unlike many other cryptocurrencies, Service Coin is
backed by a real-world asset, providing stability and reducing volatility.

● USDC Rewards through Staking: By holding Service Coin tokens, you can
earn a passive income in the form of USDC (USD Coin), a stablecoin
pegged to the US dollar. This is achieved through a staking contract,
where you essentially lock your tokens to earn rewards.

● Benefits of Holding: Owning Service Coin o�ers more than just price
appreciation. The USDC rewards program incentivizes long-term holding,
generating a steady stream of income for token holders.

In essence, Service Coin allows you to:

● Invest in a cryptocurrency with real-world backing, potentially reducing
risk.

● Earn passive income in the form of USDC through a secure staking
mechanism.

● Be part of a growing ecosystem that bridges traditional and digital
finance.

Service Coin is a compelling option for investors seeking:

● Exposure to the potential growth of the cryptocurrency market.
● A reliable source of passive income through USDC rewards.
● Investment opportunities backed by real-world assets.

Disclaimer: This description is for informational purposes only and should not be
considered investment advice. Always conduct your own research before making
any investment decisions.



Service Coin Partners with Established HVAC Leader
Service Coin is proud to announce its first strategic partnership with a leading
HVAC business, a trusted name in the industry for over 10 years. This established
company brings a wealth of experience and a proven track record of providing

exceptional service to its customers.

Benefits of the Partnership:

● Real-World Application: This partnership demonstrates Service Coin's
commitment to connecting its cryptocurrency with real-world businesses,
adding further credibility and value to the token.

● Potential Use Cases: The partnership opens doors for exciting future
developments. Imagine using Service Coin for HVAC services or repairs,
potentially receiving discounts or exclusive benefits.

● Industry Expertise: The HVAC partner's extensive knowledge and
experience will be invaluable in shaping future Service Coin initiatives
within the commercial & home service industry.

A Strong Foundation for Growth

This partnership marks a significant step forward for Service Coin. By aligning
with a reputable HVAC leader, Service Coin strengthens its position within the
real-world asset-backed crypto space. This collaboration has the potential to

unlock new opportunities for both companies, ultimately benefiting Service Coin
token holders and the HVAC partner's customer base.

Stay tuned for further updates on how this exciting partnership unfolds!



Service Coin: Expanding Our Ecosystem Through
Strategic Partnerships

Service Coin is committed to fostering a thriving ecosystem that benefits both
token holders and partner businesses. Our successful partnership with the
established HVAC leader is just the beginning. We're actively seeking additional
collaborations to further expand the Service Coin ecosystem.

Why Partner with Service Coin?

● Exposure to a Growing Market: Partnering with Service Coin allows
businesses to tap into the rapidly expanding cryptocurrency market,
attracting a new generation of tech-savvy customers.

● Innovative Payment Solutions: Service Coin opens doors for exploring
innovative payment options, potentially o�ering customers discounts or
rewards for using the token.

● Enhanced Brand Image: Partnering with a forward-thinking cryptocurrency
like Service Coin can enhance a business's image as a leader in adopting
new technologies.

Benefits for Service Coin Holders:

● Increased Utility: As the Service Coin ecosystem grows, the token's utility
expands, potentially o�ering discounts, rewards, or exclusive services from
partner businesses.

● Enhanced Value Proposition: A robust ecosystem strengthens the Service
Coin value proposition, attracting new investors and contributing to
long-term growth.

● Real-World Integration: Continued partnerships solidify Service Coin's
connection to the real world, further reducing volatility and building trust.

Building a Collaborative Future

We are actively seeking partnerships with established businesses across various
industries. We believe collaboration is key to unlocking the full potential of
Service Coin and creating a win-win situation for all stakeholders.

Stay informed! We'll keep you updated on future partnerships as we work
to build a thriving Service Coin ecosystem.



Service Coin Tokenomics:
A Sustainable Economic Model

Service Coin's tokenomics are designed to create a sustainable economic model
that benefits both token holders and the overall ecosystem. Here's a breakdown
of the key elements:

● Total Supply & Max Supply: 21,000,000 - This capped supply ensures
scarcity and potentially contributes to price stability over time. There will
never be more than 21 million Service Coins in circulation.

● 3,700,000 burned on the first day of stealth launch.
● Actual circulating supply is 17,300,000 SRV tokens
● Transaction Fee: 1% - A small transaction fee is applied to each Service

Coin transfer. This fee helps generate revenue for the ecosystem and can
be used for various purposes as outlined below.

Fee Breakdown:
● Burn: 1% - A portion (1%) of the transaction fee is automatically burned.

This process removes tokens from circulation, potentially increasing the
value of remaining tokens held by users.

● Buyback: 1% - Another portion (1%) of the transaction fee is allocated for a
buyback program. Service Coin will use these funds to repurchase tokens
from the market, further reducing circulating supply and potentially
influencing price appreciation.

This structure incentivizes long-term holding by reducing circulating supply and
rewarding holders through the burn and buyback mechanisms. The 1%
transaction fee also contributes to the overall health of the Service Coin
ecosystem.

Plus, a 1% burn mechanism reduces the total supply every year after partner
earnings are reported (if profitable), potentially increasing the value of your
remaining SRV over time.

We believe Service Coin's tokenomics are carefully crafted to foster a vibrant and
sustainable ecosystem that benefits everyone involved.
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Thank you for your interest!!!

SRV token info, contract & audit data

Token contract: 0x057ba66c2109Fd4487F0781E0203B71fd77a6341

Uniswap Token: Pai0x6d1B2220f8e7c2Aa4c0790cc17d358d1384b8659 ( LIQUIDITY is
locked in uncx.network locker)

Token Available on Uniswap ARB

Audit: Certik, Token-fi

Email: servicecoin21@gmail.com

Telegram: https://t.me/Srvtoken

Website: https://srvcoin.io/

Twitter:@servicecoin21

Thank you for reading the whitepaper, Roadmap is always moving forward
Check the socials for upcoming ALPHA!

If you're a service based business , We would be interested in working with you.
Let's grow the service ecosystem together.
Email the team at servicecoin21@gmail.com
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